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Road Commission Sees Benefits of Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) Devices
In 2015 Midland County Road Commission starting installing automatic vehicle location (AVL)
devices on their new winter road maintenance equipment. These systems report where each
truck is and they gather data from other sensors.
Terry Palmer, MCRC Managing Director, feels it is a powerful tool for managing plowing and
salting operations. We currently have three trucks equipped with AVL devices and will continue
with each new truck entering the fleet. Our system can show us where the trucks have been
and at what time they were there. It will tell us if the truck was blading or salting or both and
also the rate of speed it was traveling. MCRC spends approximately $250,000 on salt in an
average year.
With cost-savings and safety in mind, MCRC promotes a number of best practices to boost salt
use efficiency during winter maintenance. The Road Commission is encouraging its drivers to
drive slower when possible while applying salt so more stays on the road. The Road
Commission is pre-wetting the salt so it sticks to the road and starts working faster. The Road
Commission is also trying some pre-wetting of roads with brine to aid in the prevention of ice
build-up.
In the interest of safety, there are some times when MCRC will hold off on the salt. During
normal winter conditions, when temperatures are between 20 and 30 degrees, salt works great
for melting snow and ice so plows can more easily blade it from the roadway. Below 20
degrees, however, the salt takes longer to work, and may increase the speed at which roads
refreeze. Below 10 degrees, the roads refreeze even faster, making them icier and slipperier
than if salt hadn’t been applied in the first place. In those conditions, it’s safest to use sand
instead.
The MCRC will continue to improve the way it responds to the snowy, icy conditions on our
roadways. The goal is safer driving conditions for motorists and cost-savings for taxpayers.

